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1. Introduction {#smll202002169-sec-0010}
===============

The novel coronavirus disease (COVID‐19) has spread worldwide, resulting in numerous cases of morbidity and death. Generally, COVID‐19 has an incubation period of 2--7 days,^\[^ [^1^](#smll202002169-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ with no obvious symptoms, during which time the virus can spread from infected to uninfected individuals. Therefore, early accurate diagnosis and isolation of patients is key to controlling the COVID‐19 pandemic. Although antibody‐based detection methods are rapid, they are readily affected by factors, such as sample hemolysis, the presence of fibrin, bacterial contamination, and patient autoantibodies, resulting in a high false positive rate. Therefore, nucleic acid detection continues to be the gold standard for COVID‐19 diagnosis, with several such methods having been employed for detection of the COVID‐19 causative virus, SARS‐CoV‐2.^\[^ [^2^](#smll202002169-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Specifically, real‐time reverse transcription‐polymerase chain reaction (RT‐qPCR) is currently the most popular testing method for detecting SARS‐CoV‐2. RT‐qPCR is specific, rapid, and economic; however, it is unable to precisely analyze amplified gene fragment nucleic acid sequences. Thus, positive SARS‐CoV‐2 infection is confirmed by monitoring one or two sites (depending on manufacturer guidelines). Furthermore, RT‐qPCR exhibits high false‐negative rates in clinical applications,^\[^ [^3^](#smll202002169-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ which can facilitate infection transmission through delayed patient isolation and treatment, resulting in continued COVID‐19 spread.

Several novel intelligent methods for RNA virus detection have been developed, including combining toehold switch sensors,^\[^ [^4^](#smll202002169-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ which can bind to and sense virtually any RNA sequence, using paper‐based cell‐free protein synthesis. This method has been applied for the detection of Ebola and Zika virus^\[^ [^5^](#smll202002169-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}, [^6^](#smll202002169-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and thus should theoretically be capable of rapid and high‐throughput SARS‐CoV‐2 detection as well. Additionally, the SHERLOCK method based on CRISPR/Cas13, can detect Zika, Dengue, and SARS‐CoV‐2 virus.^\[^ [^7^](#smll202002169-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}, [^8^](#smll202002169-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Similarly, the DETECTR method based on CRISPR/Cas12 has been developed for the detection of SARS‐CoV‐2.^\[^ [^9^](#smll202002169-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Additional new methods based on isothermal PCR amplification are also available, such as Abbott\'s ID Now instrument, which can interpret results in minutes. However, the requirement for specific RNA regions as targets may negatively affect detection rates as mutation of the target region may limit target availability. Indeed, a 382 nt region of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome was found to be deleted in Singapore.^\[^ [^10^](#smll202002169-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Similar deletion events may occur in other regions of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome, thereby increasing the risk of acquiring false‐negative results if the detection sites are located within the deletion regions.

Sequencing platforms constitute an additional recommended detection method. These platforms are widely applied for pathogen identification and monitoring of virus evolution,^\[^ [^11^](#smll202002169-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [^12^](#smll202002169-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ including that of SARS‐CoV‐2.^\[^ [^13^](#smll202002169-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Previous massive parallel sequencing platforms sequence DNA by detecting optical or chemical signals. Sequencing by synthesis used in Illumina (the most widely used massive parallel sequencing platform) requires multiple sequencing cycles, each of which takes several minutes to complete, and analyzes a single base of each DNA fragment. Hence the sequencing process generally takes 0.5 to 3 days according to the requirement for read length and data output. Moreover, the sequencing data cannot be applied for further analysis until the entire sequencing process is complete. Nanopore sequencing directly detects changes in currents generated when DNA/RNA molecules pass through a nanopore protein. The speed of DNA/RNA passing through a nanopore protein is incredibly high (≈450 base s^−1^ for DNA and 80 base s^−1^ for RNA). The electrical signal corresponding to each nucleic acid that passes through the nanopore protein can be recorded in real‐time and used for subsequent sequence analysis immediately.^\[^ [^14^](#smll202002169-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

The nanopore metagenome method has been shown to effectively detect the respiratory bacterial infection^\[^ [^15^](#smll202002169-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and virus^\[^ [^16^](#smll202002169-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [^17^](#smll202002169-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ directly from clinical samples. Pathogens and antibiotic resistance genes can be identified in several hours, which is much faster compared to traditional culture method as the real‐time data generation of nanopore sequencer. Moreover, nanopore sequencing was used to direct sequences in the transcriptome of SARS‐CoV‐2, ^\[^ [^18^](#smll202002169-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [^19^](#smll202002169-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ as well as the full‐length coronavirus genomic RNA.^\[^ [^20^](#smll202002169-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ These studies revealed a complex array of viral transcripts with RNA modifications and provided robust estimates of coronaviral evolutionary rates. Alternatively, considering the relatively low abundance of viral nucleic acids compared to that of host nucleic acids in clinical specimens, direct RNA sequencing and metagenome sequencing methods perform unbiased sequence analysis of both viral and human nucleic acids using a substantial amount of sequencing data and thus resulting in exorbitant associated costs and time to complete the analysis. Hence, in most recent studies, ARTIC method, based on tiling multiplex PCR and been used to analyze the Zika^\[^ [^21^](#smll202002169-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and Ebola,^\[^ [^22^](#smll202002169-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ was adopted to get the whole genome of SARS‐CoV‐2 from virus isolates^\[^ [^23^](#smll202002169-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ or clinical samples.^\[^ [^24^](#smll202002169-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [^25^](#smll202002169-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}, [^26^](#smll202002169-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}, [^27^](#smll202002169-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"}, [^28^](#smll202002169-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}, [^29^](#smll202002169-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Using this advanced method, by assessing the overlaps among multiplex amplicons, the accurately assembled and complete viral genome can be obtained, which can facilitate the rapid genomic surveillance of SARS‐CoV‐2 for better understanding its pathogenicity, evolution, and transmission. However, since the large number of clinical samples and the requirement for a short turnaround time, these developed methods are based on nanopore sequencing is not suitable for clinical diagnose and detection of SARS‐CoV‐2.

Importantly, pneumonia and fever can also be caused by other respiratory viruses.^\[^ [^30^](#smll202002169-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Cross‐infection during the diagnosis process both propagates the spread of SARS‐CoV‐2 and subjects COVID‐19 patients to other respiratory viruses. In severe cases, comprehensive analysis of infecting viruses is necessary. In addition, although thousands of SARS‐CoV‐2 tests are performed every day around the world, the data obtained by these methods can hardly be used for subsequent analysis of virulence and mutation and for epidemiological investigation. Indeed, nearly all current methods for sequence analysis of the virus are based on whole‐genome sequencing methods, which are costly, with low‐throughput, thereby limiting the data obtained. However, detection of virulence mutations, virus typing, and epidemiological analysis are critical for the prevention and control of COVID‐19. Therefore, a rapid, accurate, and comprehensive detection method is needed to inform clinical treatment and control cross‐infection to reduce mortality.

Here, we focus on the diagnosis and detection of SARS‐CoV‐2 based on nanopore sequencing since mid‐January 2020, developed a nanopore targeted sequencing (NTS) platform that can combine the advantages of targeted amplification and long‐read, real‐time nanopore sequencing with high sensitivity within 6--10 h and simultaneously detect other respiratory viruses, monitor mutated nucleic acid sequences, and categorize types of SARS‐CoV‐2, and performed NTS for clinical diagnostic tests since early February, 2020.

2. Results and Discussion {#smll202002169-sec-0020}
=========================

2.1. NTS Design for SARS‐CoV‐2 Detection {#smll202002169-sec-0030}
----------------------------------------

Multiplex amplicon sequencing has been proven more sensitive for low‐copy SRAS‐CoV‐2 samples compared to metagenome and capture sequencing, requiring the least amount of sequencing data to identify the virus among the three methods; this indicates that its sequencing time is also the shortest.^\[^ [^31^](#smll202002169-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ NTS is based on the amplification of 11 virulence‐related gene fragments and one specific gene fragment (*orf1ab*) of SARS‐CoV‐2 using a primer panel developed in‐house, followed by sequencing of the amplified fragments on a nanopore platform. To enhance sensitivity, we focused on virulence‐related genes as targets without limitation of the sites currently recommended by Chinese or American Centers for Disease Control (CDC) in RT‐qPCR methods (**Figure** [**1**](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Since this method can precisely determine nucleic acid sequences, positive infection can be confirmed by analyzing output sequence identity, coverage, and read number.

![Amplification targets of the NTS and RT‐qPCR method. NTS detected 12 fragments including ORF1ab and virulence factor‐encoding regions. For RT‐qPCR, the Chinese CDC recommends *orf1ab* and *N* sites as targets,^\[^ [^51^](#smll202002169-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ the United States CDC recommends three target sites in the *N* gene,^\[^ [^52^](#smll202002169-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and literature recommend RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) in *orf1ab* and *E* sites as the targets.^\[^ [^53^](#smll202002169-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Kit 1 is a CFDA‐approved kit with two target sites used in this study; kit 2 is a CFDA‐approved kit with three target sites used in this study.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g001){#smll202002169-fig-0001}

To realize the detection of pivotal SARS‐CoV‐2 virulence genes, we focused on the virulence region (genome bp 21563--29674; NC_045512.2) encoding S (1273 amino acids; AA), ORF3a (275 AA), E (75 AA), M (222 AA), ORF6 (61 AA), ORF7a (121 AA), ORF8 (121 AA), N (419 AA), and ORF10 (38 AA) proteins. We also considered the RNA‐dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) region in ORF1ab (Figure [1](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). For the virulence regions, 11 fragments of 600--950 bp were designed as targets, providing full coverage of the 9115 bp region (Figure [1](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). These fragments were amplified by 22 specific primers designed considering primer--primer interactions and annealing temperature and potential nonspecific binding to genomes of human and common bacteria and fungi. To improve the sensitivity of the *orf1ab* region amplification, we designed two primer pairs to amplify 300--500 bp regions to avoid amplification failures owing to site mutation. Finally, the 26 primers were combined to develop the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel (Table S1, Supporting Information).

For sequencing, we chose a nanopore platform capable of sequencing long nucleic acid fragments and simultaneously analyzing the data output in real‐time (Figure [1](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). This allowed for rapid confirmation of SARS‐CoV‐2 infection by periodical mapping of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome sequence reads, as well as analysis of output sequence identity, coverage, and read number. Moreover, the accurate nucleic acid sequence generated using our pipeline effectively indicated whether the virulence‐related genes were mutated during virus transmission, thereby rapidly providing information for subsequent epidemiological analysis.

2.2. Turnaround Time, Interpretation, and Limit of Detection (LoD) of NTS {#smll202002169-sec-0040}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test the SARS‐CoV‐2 detection efficiency by NTS, we used standard plasmids harboring COVID‐19 virus *S* and *N* genes to simulate SARS‐CoV‐2. To this end, 0, 10, 100, 500, 1000, and 3000 copies of the standard plasmids were individually spiked into each background cDNA sample (cDNA reverse‐transcribed from an uninfected respiratory flora throat swab). These samples then underwent targeted amplification and sequencing performed on a MinION sequencer chip. Sequence data were evaluated at regular intervals using our in‐house bioinformatics pipeline. By mapping output reads on the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome, all reads with \>90% identity were calculated for each plasmid concentration. For 10 min and 1 h sequencing data, reads mapped to SARS‐CoV‐2 significantly differed from those of negative controls in all replicates at concentrations ranging from 500 to 3000 (**Figure** [**2**a](#smll202002169-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) and 10 to 3000 (Figure [2b](#smll202002169-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) copies/reaction, respectively. These results confirmed that high‐copy samples could rapidly yield sufficient valid sequencing data for diagnosis, and by extending the sequencing time, valid sequencing data could also be obtained from low‐copy samples.

![Performance verification test of NTS for detecting SARS‐CoV‐2 using standard synthetic *S* and *N* genes. Comparison of all SARS‐CoV‐2 reads detected by NTS in replicates with different concentrations and negative controls using 10 min (a) or 1 h (b) sequencing data. Read counts mapped to each target region of the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome in replicates with different concentrations with 10 min (c) to 1 h (d) sequencing data. Two‐tailed Student t‐test (for normal distribution samples) or Mann--Whitney U‐test (for non‐normal distribution samples): ns, not significant, \**p* \< 0.05; bars represent the means ± SD.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g002){#smll202002169-fig-0002}

As the sequencing time increases, the mapped number of reads in positive samples will also increase; however, the mapped number of reads (1--2 reads) in the negative control (0 copies) will not change significantly (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Therefore, more positive mapped sequencing data should be achieved with additional sequencing time, and clinical samples may exhibit higher complexity; thus, 10 min (for quick detection) and 4 h (for final evaluation) sequencing times were used in the subsequent evaluation of NTS in clinical samples. The full turnaround time for NTS detection is, therefore, 6--10 h (**Figure** [**3**](#smll202002169-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}), which is longer than that for RT‐qPCR; however, 6--10 h is considered acceptable for clinical use. Moreover, NTS is currently the fastest strategy based on sequencing methods for respiratory virus identification to date and can detect sequence variations and virus types directly using clinical samples. It is also important to note that the turnaround time will indeed be prolonged when processing multiple samples manually simultaneously; however, application of the automated operating system that we are currently developing will allow for processing of up to 96 samples at the same time without significantly prolonging the turnaround time.

![Turnaround time of NTS. The total nucleic acids, including single‐stranded DNA/RNA and double‐stranded DNA, were extracted, and the total RNA in the total nucleic acids was reverse transcript to cDNA. Specific regions of the DNA virus and cDNA of the RNA virus were amplified by multiplex PCR (one tube for SARS‐CoV‐2 and another tube for respiratory viruses). Next, the same barcode was added to both ends of the PCR product from the same sample using a barcoding PCR step. The barcoded products of each sample were pooled and used for sequencing library preparation. The barcoding PCR step in the red frame can be removed by directly ligating the barcode to products of multiplex PCR during library preparation using a commercial kit, the turnaround time and risk of cross‐contamination could be further reduced. Time for bioinformatics analysis depends on data size and the computer\'s performance.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g003){#smll202002169-fig-0003}

In the current study, we introduced two rounds of PCR (target PCR and barcoding PCR), for using 96 barcodes to 96 samples that were sequenced on a single chip (Figure [3](#smll202002169-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}); this will reduce the cost of each sample test. Of course, a commercial kit (Nanopore native barcode kit, Oxford nanopore technologies, UK) can be used to simplify the procedure of barcoding PCR (the barcode can be directly ligated to PCR products in the process of library preparation); this may reduce the possibility of contamination. However, the kit allowed for a maximum throughput of 24 samples on one chip as only 24 barcodes are provided as yet, which will increase the cost per sample. Importantly, when processing the samples, we conducted nucleic acid extraction, preparation of PCR reaction, and purification of PCR products in different rooms to reduce the possibility of sample cross‐contamination.

Evaluation of the target distribution of the datasets revealed that in higher‐copy samples (1000 and 3000 copies per reaction), all targeted regions were detected (Figure [2c,d](#smll202002169-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). However, in lower‐copy samples (10--500 copies per reaction), some of the targeted regions were lost (i.e., no reads mapped; Figure [2c,d](#smll202002169-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that for low‐quality or low‐abundance samples, comprehensive fragment amplification is difficult. Therefore, for accurate results, NTS cannot label a sample as positive for infection by monitoring only one or two sites, as is customary for RT‐qPCR; rather, the results from all target regions should be considered.

In fact, although NTS combines targeted amplification and sequencing, its judgment is more similar to sequencing than RT‐qPCR. Hence, we determined a scoring rule by referring to previous judgment rules.^\[^ [^32^](#smll202002169-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [^33^](#smll202002169-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [^34^](#smll202002169-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Firstly, we counted the number of output reads with \>90% identity to the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome and the read matches in a region within 50 bp upstream of the start and 50 bp downstream of the end of the design fragment, which was indicative of high credibility of identification as SARS‐CoV‐2. By calculating the ratio of the counted valid read numbers of the test sample to those of the negative control (with "0" in the negative control calculated as "1" to avoid having no value after multiplying), considering that there may also be 1--2 reads in negative samples that are misjudged as mapped reads, we defined that a high ratio of ≥10 (to eliminate mismatch interference) indicates a positive result for that fragment, scoring 1; that of ≥3 to 10 is inconclusive, scoring 0.4; and that of \<3 is negative, scoring 0. Scores were summed to obtain the NTS score. We defined a sample in which at least 50% fragments (six fragments) were inconclusive or two fragments were positive (comparable to RT‐qPCR results) to be a positive infected sample (e.g., NTS score \>2.4); one that contained 3--6 inconclusive fragments or 1 positive fragment to be a highly suspect (inconclusive) sample (e.g., NTS score of 1.2--2.4); and one that contained \<3 inconclusive or no positive fragments to be a negative sample (NTS score \<1.2).

According to our scoring system, the highest NTS score for SARS‐CoV‐2 detection is 12. Alternatively, the standard plasmids contain only six designed fragments (half of 12 designed fragments for SARS‐CoV‐2), indicating that the highest score for the simulated tests is 6. Therefore, we reduced the score criterion in simulation experiments by 50%; hence, in simulation tests using the standard plasmids, the NTS score \>1.2 indicates positive detection, 0.6--1.2 is inconclusive, and \<0.6 reflects negative detection. To determine the NTS LoD, we also used a similar rule as that used for LoD determination in metagenomic sequencing,^\[^ [^15^](#smll202002169-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ which uses the defined scoring rules to evaluate each replicate in the simulated test; the lowest concentration of the positive control that can be positively detected (3/4 replicates positive) was set as the LoD. We calculated the score of the lowest concentration (ten copies) at different times according to this scoring method and judged the positive detection rate. The results (Table S2, Supporting Information) showed that 3/4 of the ten copies of the standard plasmids can be judged positive using the 1 h sequencing data. This result is consistent with the significant comparation (Figure [2b](#smll202002169-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}) that the data for ten copies of standard plasmids differ significantly from those of the negative control from 1 h. This result shows that our scoring system is reliable for evaluating NTS test results, and the LoD (3/4 replicates positive) was determined as ten copies per reaction with 1 h sequencing data (1372--43967 reads per sample in a run with 24 samples).

2.3. Specificity of NTS for SARS‐CoV‐2 Detection {#smll202002169-sec-0050}
------------------------------------------------

To verify the specificity of the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel in NTS, we selected five virus‐positive throat samples (influenza A virus, influenza B virus, parainfluenza, respiratory syncytial virus, and rhinovirus), that is all positive samples collected from November 2019 to January 2020 at the Department of Clinical Laboratory, Renmin hospital of Wuhan University, all of which were previously confirmed using a China Food and Drug Administration (CFDA) approved kit (Health Gene Technologies, China) based on multiplex PCR and capillary electrophoresis analysis. These five samples were tested in duplicate by NTS using the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel (**Figure** [**4**](#smll202002169-fig-0004){ref-type="fig"}). After a 4 h sequencing, each test sample generated 59 004--156 032 reads, of which, over 99.99% of the reads could not be mapped to any virus genome, and the remainder of the reads mapped to human endogenous retroviruses. The analysis pipeline of NTS can distinguish SARS‐CoV‐2 with those respiratory viruses.

![Specificity test. Five throat samples containing influenza A virus, influenza B virus, parainfluenza, respiratory syncytial virus, and rhinovirus were selected to test the cross‐reactivity of the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel for common respiratory viruses in duplicate. TE buffer spiked with human DNA was parallelly tested as a negative control. None of the sequencing reads could be correctly mapped to the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome in all samples and the negative control. Nonviral reads could not correctly be mapped to any reference in the viral genome database, which may derive from the nonspecific amplification of human genome. Several sequencing reads in samples could be mapped to other virus genomes.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g004){#smll202002169-fig-0004}

Since we are unable to collect additional respiratory viruses, the next step is to theoretically analyze the possible match position using the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel to six common human coronaviruses (human coronavirus 229E: NC_002645.1, human coronavirus HKU1: NC_006577.2, human coronavirus OC43: NC_006213.1, human coronavirus NL63: NC_005831.2, SARS: severe acute respiratory syndrome, NC_004718.3, MERS: Middle East respiratory syndrome, NC_019843.3). The results showed that the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel only matched five positions on the SARS genome and one position on the HKU1 genome (Table S3, Supporting Information), indicating that the primers used (Orf1ab‐F1/R1 or Orf1ab‐F2/R1) only amplify 400--460 bp fragments of the SARS genome among the six coronaviruses. For the other viruses, fragments were not significantly amplified, indicating that the resulting sequencing data will not include genome fragments of these viruses.

By comparing the similarity between these common coronaviruses and the 12 amplified fragments designed for SARS‐CoV‐2 amplification, we found (Table S4, Supporting Information) that the identity of RdRP fragments to the SARS genome was 0.916, which is a relatively high identity; however, since 100% homology was not observed, the amplified fragment (RdRP) can be used for distinguishing SARS from SARS‐CoV‐2 by mapping the reads to all of the virus genomic sequences in the database. Alternatively, if the RdRP fragment of SARS was incorrectly identified as that of SARS‐CoV‐2, according to the NTS scoring rules, the sample would be assigned a score of 1 and judged as negative. Therefore, among the current coronaviruses, NTS detection of SARS‐CoV‐2 theoretically has a very high specificity.

2.4. SARS‐CoV‐2 Detection Using RT‐qPCR versus NTS {#smll202002169-sec-0060}
--------------------------------------------------

We performed NTS for 61 throat swab clinical samples collected from 61 patients at the first‐line hospital in Wuhan once the NTS method was established (**Figure** [**5**](#smll202002169-fig-0005){ref-type="fig"}). The samples were divided into two groups: i) 45 nasopharyngeal swabs from outpatients with suspected COVID‐19 early in the epidemic (January 2020), for whom detailed records and suitable clinical data were unavailable, preventing us from confirming SARD‐CoV‐2 infection. ii) 16 nasopharyngeal swabs from hospitalized patients who had been diagnosed with COVID‐19 by clinicians through comprehensive results of nucleic acid tests, chest computed tomography scans, blood tests, and clinical symptoms and, hence, for whom nucleic acid samples tested positive for SARS‐CoV‐2. The median age of the hospitalized patients was 47 years (range 26--76 years), with seven (44%) males and nine (56%) females.

![NTS testing in a front‐line hospital in Wuhan.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g005){#smll202002169-fig-0005}

To test NTS performance, we first evaluated the 45 nasopharyngeal swab samples from outpatients. On February 6 and 7, 2020, we parallel tested these 45 samples in two batches using NTS (two chips) and RT‐qPCR (kit 2; Figure [1](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). The NTS sequencing reads were evaluated to be with high quality and mapping identity (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The 4 h sequencing output data (**Figure** [**6**a](#smll202002169-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), revealed that all 19 samples, defined as positive by RT‐qPCR, were recognized as SARS‐CoV‐2‐infected by NTS, indicating good inter‐test concordance. Among 15 RT‐qPCR‐inconclusive samples, 11 were recognized as SARS‐CoV‐2‐infected, 3 as negative, and 1 inconclusive by NTS. Among 11 RT‐qPCR‐negative samples, 4 were recognized as SARS‐CoV‐2‐infected, 4 as inconclusive, and 3 as negative by NTS. Overall, NTS identified a total of 34 positive samples among 45 suspected samples, which was 15 more than the number detected by RT‐qPCR. Evaluation of output data after 10 min of sequencing (Figure S3, Supporting Information) revealed that 21 of 45 suspected samples were recognized as SARS‐CoV‐2‐infected by NTS. For these samples, the 10 min and 4 h sequencing results were comparable, indicating that NTS could rapidly detect many positive samples.

![Comparison of 61 nucleic acid samples from clinical samples obtained using NTS (4 h) and RT‐qPCR. a) Comparison of 45 nucleic acid samples from samples of patients with suspected COVID‐19 obtained using NTS and RT‐qPCR (kit 2). b) Comparison of 16 nucleic acid samples from patients with confirmed disease obtained using NTS and RT‐qPCR (kit 1). The numbers in the table on the left represent the number of mapped reads according to our rules. PC: positive control. The plasmid harboring an *S* gene was used as a positive control in NTS testing; a positive sample in the kit served as a positive control in RT‐qPCR testing. NC: negative control. TE buffer was used as a negative control in NTS testing; H~2~O in the kit served as a negative control in RT‐qPCR testing. All positive sample and negative sample in NTS were introduced from nucleic acid extraction. Pos: positive. Inc: inconclusive. Neg: Negative.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g006){#smll202002169-fig-0006}

However, as the 45 tested samples were from early outpatients without detailed records, suitable clinical data, such as chest computed tomographic scans, were not available to support the results. Therefore, we next evaluated samples retained from hospitalized patients with confirmed COVID‐19 subjected to RT‐qPCR testing (kit 1, Figure [1](#smll202002169-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}) on February 11 and 12, 2020. We randomly selected 16 patients\' samples for NTS testing on February 20, 2020. Following 4 h sequencing (Figure [6b](#smll202002169-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}), that sequencing reads were evaluated to be with high quality and alignment identity (Figure S2, Supporting Information), all 16 samples tested positive, whereas only 9 samples were positive by RT‐qPCR. At the time of writing this manuscript, among the seven samples that were deemed negative or inconclusive via RT‐qPCR, electronic records indicated that subsequent RT‐qPCR testing for four of these seven patients revealed two (R04 and R09) as positive and two (R06 and R07) as inconclusive. These results suggest that NTS could identify positive COVID‐19 infected cases, seems has higher identification ability than RT‐qPCR. Moreover, three positive samples were identified by 10 min sequencing data (Figure S3, Supporting Information), indicating that NTS could rapidly detect positive samples with a high concentration of virus.

Evaluation of the positive target distribution for each sample (Figure [6](#smll202002169-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that samples positive by both NTS and RT‐qPCR had higher nucleic acid quality or abundance, as NTS yielded more positive fragments. For RT‐qPCR‐inconclusive samples, NTS yielded few, scattered positive target fragments, suggesting that low sample nucleic acid quality or abundance rendered it difficult to draw clear conclusions by RT‐qPCR based on evaluation of only two sites. Moreover, the designed amplified fragments are 300--950 bp in length in NTS; these are suitable lengths for detection by a nanopore sequencing platform, as nucleic acid fragments \<200 bp cannot be readily detected;^\[^ [^35^](#smll202002169-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}, [^36^](#smll202002169-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ hence, the sensitivity of NTS for detecting target SARS‐CoV‐2 fragments using highly degraded nucleic acids may be hampered. The negative control of the first experiment in Figure [6a](#smll202002169-fig-0006){ref-type="fig"} appears to have been contaminated with a fragment containing the *N* gene, according to the rule, only the *N* fragment of C1 and H9 were judged as positive and that of another four samples (A4, C2, D12, and G4) were judged as inconclusive. Indeed, the other 11 fragments of these samples were successfully amplified, which means these samples real containing SARS‐CoV‐2. Moreover, the final sample result (NTS score) was scored according to all 12 fragments, so contamination of an individual SARS‐CoV‐2 fragment did not affect the final NTS results. However, if random contamination of multiple fragments in negative control occurs, the data in this batch of experiments could not be judged and the experiments need to be repeated.

2.5. SARS‐CoV‐2 Mutation Analysis and Types Classification {#smll202002169-sec-0070}
----------------------------------------------------------

Mutation screening of 50 NTS positive samples following the Medaka variant calling process for haploid genomes, filtered by quality values ≥30 and sequencing depth ≥10, identified a total of 42 single base mutations among 27 samples (Ref. NC_045512.2), 14 of which were synonymous and 28 of which were nonsynonymous mutations (**Table** [**1**](#smll202002169-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Variations of SARS‐CoV‐2 detected by NTS. Reference genome: NC_045512.2. Quality: the quality score of variant output by medaka variant program. Depth: the depth of sequencing reads mapped to genomic position. (Reads contain deletion at the position are not counted). VAF: Variant allele fraction. Reads contain alternative nucleotide/depth

  Patient ID    Genomic position   Reference   Variant   Quality   Depth     VAF      Amino acid change
  ------------ ------------------ ----------- --------- --------- ------- ---------- -------------------
  R13                15484             T          G      56.227     38     0.947368        Ser→Ala
  R11                21707             C          T      63.216     475    0.987368        His→Tyr
  B3                 21721             C          T      58.097     72     0.902778          NC
  R06                21992             T          C      39.613     14     0.857143        Tyr→His
  D11                22081             G          A      35.992     306    0.735294          NC
  C1                 22081             G          A      52.609    2091    0.918221          NC
  R15                22638             G          A      63.216     186    0.924731        Ser→Asn
  R05                22895             G          T       36.94     126    0.730159        Val→Phe
  R05                22944             T          C      42.161     124    0.798387        Leu→Pro
  F5                 23212             T          C      66.227     145    0.944828          NC
  B9                 23416             A          T      60.786     769    0.886866          NC
  G12                23422             C          T      59.237    1314    0.952816          NC
  E5                 24034             C          T      56.684     153    0.862745          NC
  R15                24034             C          T      58.445     89     0.932584          NC
  E3                 24154             G          A      57.196     122    0.901639          NC
  R12                24172             T          G      52.902     55     0.872727        Ile→Met
  B9                 24325             A          G      36.687     185    0.843243          NC
  B1                 25124             G          A      61.455     31     0.935484        Glu→Lys
  F11                25304             T          A      58.097     28     0.821429        Cys→Ser
  E11                25460             C          T      66.227     491    0.940937        Ala→Val
  E6                 26531             T          C      49.994     14     0.928571          NC
  E5                 26729             T          C      52.802     23     0.913043          NC
  R05                27157             G          A      59.694     330    0.972727        Ser→Asn
  B3                 27499             T          C      55.257     12     0.916667        Ser→Pro
  R15                27679             C          T      69.237     68     0.985294        Leu→Phe
  E5                 28077             G          C      57.776     317    0.930599        Val→Leu
  R15                28077             G          C      56.227     74     0.972973        Val→Leu
  R07                28084             A          G       55.62     26     0.961538        Glu→Gly
  R01                28144             T          C      52.609     11     0.909091        Leu→Ser
  G1                 28144             T          C      56.015    2373    0.91909         Leu→Ser
  A2                 28144             T          C      40.532     50       0.86          Leu→Ser
  C2                 28144             T          C      54.613    2824    0.923159        Leu→Ser
  A4                 28144             T          C      55.813    1083    0.925208        Leu→Ser
  E5                 28144             T          C      53.439     319    0.909091        Leu→Ser
  G11                28144             T          C      57.476    3389    0.944821        Leu→Ser
  R15                28144             T          C      64.466     74     0.972973        Leu→Ser
  R15                28391             C          T      51.175     74     0.959459        Arg→Cys
  C9                 28514             G          T      61.455     59     0.898305        Asp→Tyr
  R06                28688             T          C      49.151     78     0.897436          NC
  C12                28922             G          T      64.466     84     0.880952        Ala→Ser
  C2                 29095             C          T      54.923    2349    0.941252          NC
  C1                 29483             T          G      42.187     318    0.811321        Ser→Ala
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Among the 28 nonsynonymous mutations, T28144C (Leu→Ser) occurred eight times, G28077C (Val→Leu) occurred two times, and the remaining nonsynonymous mutations were observed only once. Tang et al. (2020) have found that SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes evolved into two major types (designated L and S) that are well defined by two different SNPs at position 8782 (T8782C, synonymous) and 28144 (T28144C, Leu→Ser).^\[^ [^37^](#smll202002169-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Based on the classification of 50 NTS positive samples (Experimental Section), 31 samples had a ≥10× depth at position 28144 (Table S5, Supporting Information), of which 22 (71.0%) were classified as L type, 8 (25.8%) were classified as S type, and one (3.2%) was uncertain (**Figure** [**7**c](#smll202002169-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}). These results were consistent with those previously reported,^\[^ [^37^](#smll202002169-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ which indicated that the L type was more prevalent in the early stages of the outbreak in Wuhan. Furthermore, genome wide allele frequency analysis (Experimental Section) of 50 NTS positive samples, as well as 1145 recently published (before March 24, 2020) SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes from the GISAID database^\[^ [^38^](#smll202002169-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ also indicated a common SNP at position 28144 (Figure [7a](#smll202002169-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"}), with a similar allele frequency (26.7% of NTS and 28.3% of GISAID). Due to only six samples having ≥10× depth at 25 304 and 29 483, there was only one sample to support the presence of a T25304A or T29483G mutation, and the allele frequency of T25304A and T29483G was 16.7%.

![Genome wide SNP analysis. a) Allele frequency of 50 NTS positive samples (top) and 1145 samples from GISAID (bottom). The altered nucleotides are colored with four different colors. We removed samples with uncertain nucleotides when calculating allele frequency of the 50 NTS positive samples for each SNP (Experimental Section). b) A part of the LD plot contained the most high *D* value mutation pairs. Mutations G28077C and C24034T have the highest *D* value. c) Typing result of 31 NTS positive samples.](SMLL-9999-2002169-g007){#smll202002169-fig-0007}

The relationship between mutation sites can be clearly visualized by linkage disequilibrium (LD) plots (Figure [7b](#smll202002169-fig-0007){ref-type="fig"} and Figure S4, Supporting Information). We, therefore, constructed these plots using filtered Medaka analysis results, while *D* values were used to represent the linkage of mutation pairs. In the LD plot, most mutation pairs did not exhibit significant linkage. In fact, although the mutations C24034T and G28077C had the highest *D* value (0.14), only two samples (E5, G11) supported the linkage between these mutations within 27 samples. Therefore, there was not enough evidence to prove that any mutation pairs had a significant linkage.

2.6. NTS Panel for Respiratory Virus Identification {#smll202002169-sec-0080}
---------------------------------------------------

The inability of current, clinically utilized SARS‐CoV‐2 RT‐qPCR kits to identify species of co‐infecting viruses, combined with the high false‐negative rate of RT‐qPCR compromises early patient triage, resulting in wasted urgent medical resources and enhancing potential cross‐contamination during the diagnosis process. Hence, distinguishing different types of respiratory viral infections has attracted worldwide attention.

To extend the scope of NTS‐based virus detection, we designed a respiratory virus primer panel for amplification of ten respiratory viruses, including bocavirus, rhinovirus, human metapneumovirus, respiratory syncytial virus, coronavirus, adenovirus, parainfluenza virus, influenza A virus, influenza B virus, and influenza C virus. We then collected target gene candidates utilized for virus identification in the literature, and collected all complete and partial target gene sequences for these viruses available in GenBank (through November 1, 2019). Though multiple nucleic acid sequence alignments were available for each gene, the conserved regions were chosen as candidate regions for amplification. Using similar constraints as those applied for SARS‐CoV‐2 target region selection, we chose 20 target amplification regions (300--800 bp) for the ten respiratory viruses (Table S6, Supporting Information) capable of accurately distinguishing viruses in addition to identifying virus species. We designed 59 primers for the amplification of these regions, comprising the respiratory virus primer panel (Table S7, Supporting Information).

To verify the performance of this panel in NTS, we selected five throat samples positive for five different viruses as mentioned above (influenza A virus, influenza B virus, parainfluenza, respiratory syncytial virus, and rhinovirus). The five samples were mixed to create a mock virus community and used to test the NTS virus detection capacity. NTS 10 min sequencing data (Table S8, Supporting Information) successfully detected four of the five viruses (influenza A virus, influenza B virus, respiratory syncytial virus, and rhinovirus); the remaining virus, with a lower viral load, was detected through 2 h sequencing. As these samples were obtained from an actual clinical setting, they confirmed the suitability of performing NTS with the respiratory virus primer panel, for the clinical identification of at least five kinds of respiratory viruses. Since there were no available positive specimens for the other five viruses during the collection period, we were only able to speculate that they would also be detectable with this panel.

To verify the ability of NTS to detect SARS‐CoV‐2 and other respiratory viruses within a single assay, 13 of the 45 suspected COVID‐19 outpatient samples were subjected to simultaneous detection analysis. Five replications of the plasmid containing the SARS‐CoV‐2 *S* and *N* genes served as the positive control, and Tris‐EDTA (TE) buffer was used as the negative control (in duplicate). For each sample, cDNA samples were separately amplified using the respiratory virus and the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panels, after which all amplified fragments were pooled. Following the addition of barcodes, amplified fragments from all 20 samples (13 cases, 7 controls) were subjected to nanopore sequencing on one chip. Analysis of the results (**Table** [**2**](#smll202002169-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}) revealed that E11 was co‐infected by influenza A virus H3N2 and SARS‐CoV‐2.

###### 

Results of NTS for detecting SARS‐CoV‐2 and common respiratory viruses. ND: not detected

  Patients ID         NTS result (SARS‐CoV‐2)   NTS result (common respiratory viruses)
  ------------------ ------------------------- -----------------------------------------
  F11                        Positive                             ND
  E11                        Positive                human influenza A virus H3N2
  A11                        Positive                             ND
  B9                         Positive                             ND
  C9                         Positive                             ND
  D9                         Positive                             ND
  D11                        Positive                             ND
  C12                        Positive                             ND
  E6                         Positive                             ND
  B3                         Positive                             ND
  E12                        Positive                             ND
  G6                       Inconclusive                           ND
  B1                         Positive                             ND
  Positive control           Positive                             ND
  Positive control           Positive                             ND
  Positive control           Positive                             ND
  Positive control           Positive                             ND
  Positive control           Positive                             ND
  Negative control              ND                                ND
  Negative control              ND                                ND
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3. Conclusion {#smll202002169-sec-0090}
=============

Herein, we developed an NTS method capable of simultaneously detecting SARS‐CoV‐2 and additional respiratory viruses within 6--10 h. Moreover, 22 of the 61 suspected COVID‐19 samples that tested negative or inconclusive by RT‐qPCR testing, were identified as positive by NTS. This platform also enabled the detection of virus mutations and may be effective for typing of SARS‐CoV‐2, providing supporting data for future virulence and epidemiological analyses of the virus. However, NTS is not the method that will solve all challenges associated with SARS‐CoV‐2 detection. In fact, the turnaround time for NTS is longer than that of RT‐qPCR, and its operation requires more skill than that of RT‐qPCR. Therefore, we believe that NTS and RT‐qPCR are complementary platforms as RT‐qPCR can rapidly diagnose patients with high nucleic acid content, while NTS can further diagnose patients who cannot be accurately assessed via RT‐qPCR. NTS requires further improvements as our current process and the resulting sequencing data analysis and interpretation are not yet mature. Hence additional NTS test results will be collected, and the process will be continuously optimized to obtain more accurate results. In the future, the introduction of integration systems or sealed devices, such as microfluidics, may further avoid sample contamination. Meanwhile, integrated with automated or semiautomated platforms to reduce the manual operation and improve the detection throughput, sequencing data analyzed by cloud analysis may also be introduced for quick high‐throughput detection.

4. Experimental Section {#smll202002169-sec-0100}
=======================

 {#smll202002169-sec-0110}

###  {#smll202002169-sec-0120}

#### Primer Panel Design for SARS‐CoV‐2 {#smll202002169-sec-0130}

The SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel was designed to simultaneously detect virus virulence‐ and infection‐related genes and variants thereof. The 21563--29674 bp genome region, containing the genes encoding S, ORF3a, E, M, ORF6, ORF7a, ORF8, N, and ORF10, was selected as a template to design a series of end‐to‐end primers. The region encoding ORF1ab was selected as a template to design a nested primer for the higher sensitivity detection of SARS‐CoV‐2. All primers were designed using the online tool Primer‐BLAST ([https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.c/tools/primer‐blast/](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.c/tools/primer-blast/)), and the specificity of all primers was verified against *Homo sapiens*, fungi, and bacteria. Finally, *N*, *S*, *rdrp*, and *E* gene sequences of SARS‐related viruses available at GenBank were downloaded and selected on January 1, 2020 (accession NC_045512). Multiple sequence alignment of SARS‐CoV‐2 against SARS‐related viruses was performed using Clustal W (version 1.83) for each gene individually, and the alignment was used for the in silico evaluation of the specificity of the designed primers to SARS‐CoV‐2. All specific primers were collected to form the SARS‐CoV‐2 primer panel.

#### Primer Panel Design for the Detection of Ten Kinds of Respiratory Virus {#smll202002169-sec-0140}

The target genes for each virus were selected based on previous literature, and all complete and partial gene sequences available in GenBank through November 1, 2019, were downloaded. The list for each target gene was manually checked and artificial sequences (e.g., lab‐derived, synthetic), along with sequence duplicates, were removed, resulting in a final list. Multiple sequence alignment was performed using Clustal W (version 1.83) for each gene individually, and the variation rate of each base was calculated using an in‐house pipeline. The final primers for each virus were manually selected following the previous metrics^\[^ [^39^](#smll202002169-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ for multiplex PCR design, with an expected amplicon length, ranging from 300 to 800 bp.

#### NTS Detection Method {#smll202002169-sec-0150}

The total nucleic acid of sample was pretreated using the PrimeScript II 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Takara Bio, Japan) in a 10 µL reaction system with 1 µL random six hexamers (50 × 10^−6^ [m]{.smallcaps}), 1 µL dNTP mixture, and 8 µL total nucleic acid at 95 °C for 5 min and 4 °C for 2 min. The cDNA was synthesized using the PrimeScript II 1st Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Takara Bio, Japan) in a 20 µL reaction system with 10 µL pretreated total nucleic acid, 0.5 µL RNase Inhibitor, 4 µL 5× PrimeScript II Buffer, 1 µL PrimeScript II Rtase, and 4.5 µL RNase Free ddH~2~O. The product of synthesized cDNA was then purified with 1 × AMpure beads (Beckman Coulter, USA) and eluted in 10 µL TE buffer. The target genes were amplified using the SARS‐CoV‐2 or respiratory virus primer panel in a 20 µL reaction system with 5 µL eluate, 5 µL primer (10 × 10^−6^ [m]{.smallcaps}), and 10 µL 2 × Phusion U Multiplex PCR Master Mix (Thermo Fisher, USA) following previous research with several modification.^\[^ [^40^](#smll202002169-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}, [^41^](#smll202002169-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Multiplex amplification was performed in a C1000 Thermocycler (Bio‐Rad, USA) using the following procedure: 1 cycle at 94 °C for 3 min and 30 cycles at 95 °C for 10 s, 55 °C for 30 s, and 68 °C for 20 s, followed by a final elongation step at 68 °C for 5 min. The product of the first‐step was purified with 0.8 × AMpure beads (Beckman Coulter, USA) and eluted in 10 µL TE buffer. Then, 5 µL eluate was used for barcoding PCR, with 5 µL barcoded SARS‐CoV‐2 or respiratory virus primer panel (10 × 10^−6^ [m]{.smallcaps}) and 10 µL 2 × Phusion U Multiplex PCR Master Mix, using the following procedure: 1 cycle at 94 °C for 3 min and 15 cycles at 95 °C for 10 s, 55 °C for 30 s, and 68 °C for 20 s. The barcode sequence was from the Nanopore PCR barcode kit EXP‐PBC096 (Oxford nanopore technologies, UK), and all primer oligos and full‐length *S* and *N* gene fragments were synthesized by Genscript (China). Equal masses of the products of barcoding PCR from the different samples were pooled. TE buffer was assayed in each batch as a negative control. Sequencing libraries were constructed using the 1D Ligation Kit (SQK‐LSK109; Oxford Nanopore, UK) and sequenced using Oxford Nanopore MinION or GridION.

#### LoD of the NTS Test {#smll202002169-sec-0160}

The NTS library was prepared from a virus‐negative nasopharyngeal swab spiked with plasmids containing synthetic *S* and *N* genes of COVID‐19 at concentrations of 0, 10, 100, 500, 1000, and 3000 copies per reaction, with four replicates at each concentration. The NTS libraries were prepared as described above and sequenced using MinION for 10, 30 min, 1, 2, and 4 h. The sequencing data were processed as described for virus identification. The LoD was determined when the concentration of reads mapped to COVID‐19 was significantly higher than that mapped for the negative control in 3/4 replicates.

#### Nanopore Sequencing Data Processing {#smll202002169-sec-0170}

Basecalling and quality assessment for MinION sequencing data were performed using high accuracy mode in the Guppy (v. 3.1.5) software; for GridION, the process was conducted using MinKNOW (v. 3.6.5) integrated in the instrument. Sequencing reads with low quality (*Q* score \< 7, filter to "fail" by MinKNOW) and undesired length (\<200 nt) were discarded. This quality control cut‐off ensured that the mean sequencing accuracy was above 85% in accordance with that reported in other studies on ONT nanopore sequencing.^\[^ [^15^](#smll202002169-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [^36^](#smll202002169-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [^42^](#smll202002169-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}, [^43^](#smll202002169-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Next, Porechop (v. 0.2.4)^\[^ [^44^](#smll202002169-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ was used for adaptor trimming and barcode demultiplexing for retained reads with the parameter‐barcode_threshold 85.

#### Mapping Tool and Mapping Database {#smll202002169-sec-0180}

BLASTn (v. 2.9.0+)^\[^ [^45^](#smll202002169-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ was used to map the reads of each sample against the virus genome reference database. The blast parameters were set as identity ≥90% and *E* value = 1e−05. All virus genomic sequences were downloaded on January 20, 2020, from NCBI Refseq FTP ([http://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/release/viral/](https://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/refseq/release/viral/)); the SARS‐CoV‐2 genome was added to the BLAST database because the genome was not collected in the virus Refseq database prior to January 20, 2020. The taxonomy of each read was assigned according to the taxonomic information of the mapped subject sequence.

#### Reads quality and mapping identity evaluation {#smll202002169-sec-0190}

Sequencing reads were mapped to Human (GRCh38 version) and SARS‐CoV‐2 (NC_045512.2) genomes with minimap2 (v2.17‐r941).^\[^ [^46^](#smll202002169-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ The average reads quality and alignment identity was calculated by NanoPlot (v1.29.1).^\[^ [^47^](#smll202002169-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^

#### Interpretation of NTS Results {#smll202002169-sec-0200}

After sequencing, the amplified fragments were mapped with all virus genomic sequences. If the highest identity of reads mapped was non‐SARS‐CoV‐2 virus, then the virus with the highest identity was judged as the result. If the highest identity of reads mapped to the SARS‐CoV‐2 virus, then the judgment will perform the NTS score judgment. In detail, the sequencing data were obtained at regular intervals after sequencing and then filtered (identity ≥90%) to obtain valid reads. For determining whether the target was SARS‐CoV‐2 positive, interpretation was performed using the previous rule, with modification.^\[^ [^32^](#smll202002169-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [^33^](#smll202002169-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}, [^34^](#smll202002169-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ In brief, if the read matched a region within 50 bp upstream of the start and 50 bp downstream of the end of the design fragment, the read was counted. The mapping score was determined as 1, 0.4, or 0 when the ratio of count number in the sample to that in the negative control of each target was \>10, between 3 and 10, or \<3. The total mapping score of each target was summed and samples with \>2.4 total mapping score were defined as positive for SARS‐CoV‐2 infection; 1.2 to 2.4 total mapping score indicated an inconclusive result, and \<1.2 total mapping score was considered to indicate negative for infection. For determination of the other ten kinds of common respiratory virus, a sample was considered positive for the virus if it was positive for at least one designed site, otherwise it was negative.

#### Sample Collection {#smll202002169-sec-0210}

Throat swab samples were collected by healthcare workers based on clinical indications. Samples were collected in 10 mL of Viral Transport Medium (Becton Dickinson, USA) and transported to a clinical laboratory where they were processed immediately. Swabs were vortexed in 1 mL of TE buffer and centrifuged at 20000 × *g* for 10 min. The supernatant was removed and 200 µL of the specimen was retained for total nucleic acid extraction, which was performed using 200 µL of pretreated samples using the Sansure SUPRall DNA Extraction Kit (Changsha, China), following the manufacturer\'s instructions. Extracted total nucleic acid was stored at −70 °C until RT‐qPCR or NTS testing.

Samples were selected for inclusion in this study based on two criteria:Random selection of selected 45 suspected COVID‐19 outpatients who had undergone RT‐qPCR testing; the RT‐qPCR‐tested nucleic acid was stored at −70 °C to allow for NTS testing.Random selection of 16 hospitalized patients with COVID‐19 at Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University in Wuhan during February 2020; the RT‐qPCR‐tested nucleic acid was stored at −70 °C for further NTS testing. All hospitalized patients were diagnosed with COVID‐19 infection. These samples were used to confirm whether NTS can detect samples that are mistaken for false negatives by RT‐qPCR.

#### RT‐qPCR for Confirmation of SARS‐Cov‐2 Infection {#smll202002169-sec-0220}

The total isolated nucleic acid was used for RT‐qPCR assaying following the manufacturer\'s instructions. Briefly, RT‐qPCR was carried out in a 25 µL reaction system using a novel coronavirus RT‐qPCR kit (kit 1, Huirui, China) with 5 µL total nucleic acid or a 20 µL reaction system using the 2019‐nCoV RT‐qPCR kit (kit 2, BioGerm, China) with 5 µL total nucleic acid. For kit 1, amplification was performed using a Quantstudio Dx Real‐time PCR system (Thermo Fisher, USA) using the following procedure: 1 cycle at 50 °C for 15 min and 95 °C for 5 min and 35 cycles at 95 °C for 10 s and 55 °C for 40 s. The FAM and ROX fluorescence channels were used to detect *orf1ab* and *N*, respectively. Successful amplification of both genes and a Ct value ≤35 was recognized as positive for SARS‐CoV‐2 infection; a Ct value between 35.2 and 39.2 was recognized as inconclusive, and one of the genes being undetected or a Ct ≥ 39.2 was recognized as negative. For kit 2, amplification was performed in a CFX96 Thermocycler (Bio‐Rad) using the following procedure: 1 cycle at 50 °C for 10 min and 95 °C for 5 min and 35 cycles at 95 °C for 10 s and 55 °C for 40 s. The FAM, HEX, and CY5 fluorescence channels were used to detect *orf1ab*, *E*, and *N*, respectively. This kit only utilized the results of the *orf1ab* and *N* gene to reach a conclusion. Successful amplification of both genes and a Ct value ≤35 was recognized as positive for SARS‐CoV‐2 infection; only one site with a Ct value ≤35 or both genes having Ct values between 35 and 38 was recognized as inconclusive, and no successful amplification or Ct ≥ 38 was recognized as negative for infection.

#### Candidate Variant Calling {#smll202002169-sec-0230}

Medaka (v0.11.5),^\[^ [^48^](#smll202002169-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ an analysis tool developed by Oxford Nanopore Technologies that uses a neural network algorithm, was used for calling variants. The performance of Medaka was confirmed by Gilpatrick et al.^\[^ [^49^](#smll202002169-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Variant calling for haploid genomes contained two steps. First, the reads of SARS‐CoV‐2 were aligned to the reference genome of NC_045512.2 using minimap2,^\[^ [^46^](#smll202002169-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ and medaka_consensus generated probable consensus sequences using the trained model r941_min_high_g303. Then the variants were called by the medaka_variant program based on the consensus sequences and reference genome. Due to the difficulties of detecting indel variants from nanopore sequencing data, only the candidate variants to single nucleotide substitutions were considered. The variants within certainty regions with at least 10 × sequencing depth and with output quality score over 30 were accepted as candidate nucleotide mutations.

#### LS Type Classification {#smll202002169-sec-0240}

For each of the 50 NTS positive samples, the fraction of reads supporting cytosine and thymine at 28144 was calculated. A sample was assigned to S type if the depth (at the 28144 locus) was ≥10 and cytosine fraction was ≥75%; a sample was assigned to L type if the depth was ≥10 and the thymine fraction was ≥75%; a sample was assigned to uncertain type if the depth was \<10 or both nucleotide fractions were \<75%.

#### Allele Frequency Calculation {#smll202002169-sec-0250}

For 42 single nucleotide mutations of the 50 NTS positive samples, the allele frequency calculations followed two steps. First, the samples containing uncertain nucleotides at the mutation locus were removed when calculating the allele frequency at this locus. The locus with depth \<10 or the fraction of reads supporting the dominate nucleotide at the locus \<75% was defined as an uncertain nucleotide locus (The coverages of A, T, C, G nucleotides were counted at the 42 mutation loci for each sample. The richest nucleotide was defined as the dominate nucleotide at the locus in each sample.). Then, the allele frequency of one mutation locus was calculated using the number of supporting samples divided by the number of samples with certain nucleotides at the mutation locus.

For 1145 SARS‐CoV‐2 genomes from GISAID, the genome sequences were first aligned to the NC_045512.2 reference sequence using minimap2. Every alternative nucleotide in the sample genomes were then identified, compared to the reference, and the alternative nucleotide fraction was calculated as the allele frequency at each locus.

#### Linkage Disequilibrium Analysis {#smll202002169-sec-0260}

R (3.6.3) package gaston (1.5.6) was used to build LD plots, which were designed for genotype SNP linkage disequilibrium analysis.^\[^ [^50^](#smll202002169-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"} ^\]^ Therefore, a specific mutation matrix (27 samples, 32 unique mutation sites), as well as matrices containing samples information (names etc.) required by gaston was constructed. The *D* value was selected for LD plot, and values were calculated according to Equation ([1](#smll202002169-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"}) $$D\, = \, P\left( {AB} \right) - P\left( A \right)P\left( B \right)$$where *P*(*AB*) is the frequency of mutations *A* and *B* co‐occurring in the samples and *P*(*A*) or *P*(*B*) are the frequencies of mutations *A* or *B* in samples, respectively. Although the *D* value will have a high false‐negative rate, it was sufficient to determine whether the mutations in the samples were significantly linked.

#### Clinical Records of Patients {#smll202002169-sec-0270}

The clinical records of patients were stored at Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University. Clinical, laboratory, and radiological characteristic data, as well as treatment history and outcome data were collected from electronic medical records. The data were reviewed by a trained team of physicians. The study and use of all records were approved by the Ethics committee of Renmin Hospital of Wuhan University (WDRY2019‐056), consents from patients were waived by the Ethics committee.
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